V- S T O R E
MARKANT OFFICE FURNITURE

MARKANT V - S TORE
Markant V-Store cabinets lend a feeling of space and tranquillity to the work environment. The large range of cabinet sizes
and internal division possibilities allow for efficient use of space and ensure a tidy, clear desk.

RO B U S T
The carefully finished cabinets from the V-Store programme are robust and user friendly. The use of thick gauge steel plate
ensures a rigid construction, preventing the cabinet from tilting. The bottom of the cabinet is supplied with adjustable spacers,
accessed internally, to facilitate easy levelling.

FLEXIBLE
V-Store cabinets are available in five heights, with a width of 120 cm. The large range of shelves, pull-out frames and division
sets enable the individual user to set out an almost limitless variety of configurations.

EFFICIENT
The V-Store vertical mounted ‘roll top’ doors, which neatly roll into the sides when open, ensure an effective and efficient
use of space.

S AFE
All cabinets are supplied with a 3 point catch, for the seamless closing of the burglar retardant doors. When executed in
aluminium, the V-Store cabinet doors are also fire retardant. As standard, Markant supplies a key plan for its cabinets and
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drawer units, permitting all Markant lock systems to be integrated.

MATERIA L S
High quality construction and finish. The cabinets are constructed from heavy gauge plate steel.
Doors fabricated in synthetic material are supplied as standard; burglar and fire retardant aluminium
doors are also available as an option.

S EAM L E S S
As standard, cabinets from the height of 105 cm have a magnetic three point soft closing
mechanism.

H AN G IN G FI L E S
Tops are supplied with a rail for hanging files as standard, whilst the shelves also offer the opportunity
for storing files.

INTERNA L D I V I S ION S
With the extensive range of shelves, pull-out frames and division sets, configuring and arranging
the V-Store cabinets to the user’s preferences is easy.

ACOU S TIC S
As an option, the V-Store can be supplied with an applied textile rear. The textiled rear will make
a positive contribution to the office space acoustics.

LEVEL
By means of four adjustable sliding supports in the bottom, the V-store cabinet can be levelled
trouble–free. The easy sliding support spacers ensure the cabinet is simple to place and position.

D i m e n s i o n s V- S t o r e
Height in cm

: 198 / 165 / 135 / 105 / 72

Height in inches : 78 / 65 / 53 / 41,3 / 28,3
Width in cm

: 120

Width in inches

: 47,2

Depth in cm

: 42

Depth in inches

: 16,5

INTERNA L D I V I S ION S
With the extensive range of shelves, pull-out frames and division sets and its endless

S L ATTE D D OOR S

possibilities for adaptation, the individual user is free to compose and arrange the V-Store

V-Store cabinets are supplied with vertical mounted ‘roll top’ doors, in aluminium or

collection as desired. All models are supplied with shelves as standard, available to set out

synthetic material. These can also be supplied as acoustic doors, to improve the acoustic

at 2 cm increments. When using two or more pull-out frames, the cabinet is required to be

quality of the office.

supplied with anti-tilting protection.

TO P S
S h e lF d i v i d e r s

To assist the fine-tuning of the cabinets with the other furniture, a choice of tops are

Order-units and bookends keep everything in its place, ensure efficient shelf use and

available for the lower level models to compliment the style of the work stations. The tops

maintain a tidy and orderly image.

can be supplied in melamine coated chipboard or solid core. For more possibilities, have a
look at our Markant Interiors brochure.

L at e r a l a n d f r o n ta l h a n g i n g f i l e s

L AC Q UER CO L OUR S

All Markant shelves are supplied with a rail on the underside for lateral hanging files

Markant furniture’s metal components are powder coated and supplied lacquer finished

as standard. The pull-out frame is used for archiving frontal A4 hanging files.

in a range of neutral colours. The colour choice highlights the industrial design aesthetic

When using two or more pull-out frames, the cabinet is required to be supplied with

and offers long-lasting protection. For more possibilities, have a look at our Markant

anti-tilting protection.

Interiors brochure.
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